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"howling at
the moon!"

in...
in...
space, it goes
on forever. they
say there are
more stars than
grains of sand...

out here, distance is
measured by how far
light can travel in a
year. its vastness
can make you feel
insignificant...

episode
episode #1:
#1:
"alienation!"
"alienation!"

there are many
opposing factors out
here. its size, its
coldness, its vacuum.
but nothing as much
as its dead silence...

story
story by
by bear
bear da
da strayer
strayer
"red alert!
red alert!
this is not a
drill! this is
not a drill!"

"status
report!"

"all
stations
dogged,
commander
persia."

"shields are on
maximum, all
weapons primed
and ready
commander."

"target is
coming into
range now
commander.
what are you
orders miss?"

"any
response to
our hails?"

as ordered, the mighty lasers
for the ship fire a single blast.
everyone, even Persia, waits the
results with great anticipation...

"negative commander.
sensors indicate
that they are
receiving them but
choose not to
respond."

"that seems to have gotten
their attention, they are
diverting their course."

"and are
headed right
for us!"

"they are
ignoring us
and still
headed for
earth."

"all their weapons
have come online! we
are being targeted!"

"open fire on
her! all
weapons!"
"that ship took out our
mars outpost, I don't
plan on allowing them
to do the same to
earth! fire a warning
shot over their bow!"

a great space
battle begins...

"what do
you mean
we have
sustained
damage
without
getting
damaged?"

zap
zap

"exactly that.
their weapons
have nutralized
our weapons
and engines. we
are as defenseless as a puppy!"

"they are
coming
around
again for
the kill!"

though both
sides are
determined,
the great
battle ends in
a stalemate...

"no, they wouldn't disable us
if they wanted us dead. they
mean to take this ship intact!
well they won't get it or us!
activate self destruct now!"

once everyone is
safely in the saucer
section of the ship...

it separates from the
rest of the ship. with
out any mean to fight
any further, it heads
back for earth...

the remains of the ship
explodes leaving
nothing but dust for
the enemy to choke on...

the alien ship is
allowed to enter
earth's atmosphere
but not unhindered...

the nations of the world
put their differences
aside and coordinate
their attacks on the lone
enemy ship...

but in the end their
efforts all end the
same, their weapons
are disabled but the
troops working them
are left unharmed...

the military
forces of earth
realize the threat...

77minutes
minuteslater...
later...

the road rovers, pets
of world leaders that
are simple dogs until
they are needed, are
called to road rover
mission control...

(that
(thatisis70
70inindog
dogminutes)
minutes)

where they are
transformed into an
elite canine fighting
team through the
transdogmafier...

they are quickly briefed
on the situation by their
leader referred to as
"the master..."

"as you can
see, the
situation is
very grave."

the silence from the
team confirms this.
but one of the canines
manage to speak up...

"i'll say
dude, we are
all out of
kibble."

"hunter! you're the
leader! I would
expect you to take
this situation
seriously!"

"i'm a dog. I enjoy
chasing my tail and
chewing on tennis
balls. I have a
problem with
priorities."

"ya i'd make a
much better
leader."

"sorry blitz,
but that is
impractical."

"you blokes
leave my hunty
wunty alone!
he is a
blooming
great leader!"

"hang on
everyone!
hearts should
be floating
around
colleen's head
any second!"

"because it
would be hard
to understand
my thick
german accent?"

"dude! why
would that
happen?"

"ah, i forgot hunter one
of your super powers is
cluelessness."

"no, because
we already
covered this
bit in the
first episode."

"leave him alone before I
kick all your bloody teeth
in! he has a lot on his
mind! he has an important
anniversary coming up!"

"oh ya!"

"da! comrade
hunter has special
anniversaryski
with something he
loves and chershes
mosts in of
lifeski!"

"thaks exile,
but I don't
think this is
the time to
talk about
tennis balls."

"enough! there is an alien menace
we are unable to stop and all you
want to do is bicker! if bear
wasn't out on a mission I'd send
his team instead!"

"comdrade
bear is not
going to
make an
apearanceski
in this
episdoe?"

"blimy
hunter!
You're a
insenative
pile of-"

"ya, of course not.
since the inferior
malamute was not in
the original show we
have no pictures of
him to use."

"yes, I have ordered
all strayer and
pouncer units into
hiding incase we have
to fight a
resistance style war."

"ooo, i love hiding.
especially when
danger is around. ya."

"no, i have a more
active roll in mind. the
government developed
an anti-asteroid
collision system. in
essence it is a big
laser. we might be able
to use it against that
ship."

"we have lost contact with the
control center for the obliterator.
it may just be a malfunction but it
could be worse. I want colleen and
blitz to check it out."
"you can
blooming
depend on
us, master."
"then just use
the thingy."

"that is where
the problem
lies."

"for security
reasons, the actual
laser is at a
different location. I
want hunter and exile
to go to it and
secure the weapon
just in case."

"you got it
dude!"

"i knew it
couldn't be
that easy."

"the fate of the entire
world is in your
paws, don't let me
regret I used dogs
instead of cats."

later, as colleen and blitz speed towards
their objective, she wallows in her own pitty.
she is so hurt by hunter that she has not
once objected being teamed up with blitz...

"how can
hunter be so
blooming
insenative?"

"we won't
master!"

"oh bite my
blooming
tail you
insenative
unloving
sod!"

"to the power
of the pack!
Arooo!"

"okay, but it
will hurt
you more
than me."

"you couldn't
possibly
hurt me
anymore!"

boing!
boing!
"how... how...
how... did
you bloody
remember?"

"Ya! a real
boyfriend would
never forget. like
your passion of
chasing the
mailman, how
you like squeaky
toys in the shape
of bananas and
you love nice
sizzling shanks
of fatty pork."

"er, blitz. it
takes more to
being my boy
friend than
memorizing a
bunch of facts
and figures. you
need to remember
important things
like what hunter
forgot."

"you mean the
anniversary
of the third
time he held
the door open
for you?"

"then I'll bite
the next tooshie
just for you."

"eeeew,
gross!"

"because I'm a
real boyfriend.
I'd make you so
happy if you
just gave me a
chance."

"well, er, there is
more to it than
that. um, you would
have to prove just
how much you loved
me. not through
words but deeds."

back at RRMC, the
master confides with
his top assistant,
professor hubert...

"what has come
over you guv? you
are confident and
attentive. i mean,
you are actually
likable!"

"it's not my fault, the
writer never could nail
our characterizations to
how we were on the show."

"ooooh."

"the rovers may not
be perfect but they
have proven
themselves time and
time again. they'll
do fine my boy."

"well both
teams have
landed but
nothing to
report yet."

"somehow I don't
think you called
me in here just to
tell me there is
nothing to report."

"you know me too
well my old
friend... I'm having
doubts about this
mission. the rovers
are the loyalist
dogs I know but
they get distracted
too easily. with the
world's fate in the
balance I'm not so
sure it was wise to
send them."

"I hope you are
right hubert. not
for my ego but
for the survival
of the world."

later, at the
control site of
the obliterator
laser...

"ooo, I do
love how
ironic irony
can be."

"hmmm, no one
around. no guards,
no technicians no
nobody."

"the perfect
blooming setting
for an ambush."

"parvo!"

"nien! my senses
are so keen and
so sharp that I
would know if
this was a trap!"

"the
nenisis
of the
road
rovers!"

"so you two blokes came here to use
the weapon to stop the aliens too.
how blooming nice of you."

"well, well,
well. look what
the me dragged
in groomer."

"you idiot! we are the ones
that gassed everyone in
this place and locked them
in the basement!"

"hey, hunter my have a lot of
super powers but one he
will never prossess is my
super sarcaim you twit."
"you were
right in
expecting
them
heneral."

"i say it is time to
put these mutts
down, heneral."

"i couldn't
agree with you
more, groomer.
Canomutants!"

"of course, you
can always
depend on a
mangy mutt to
stick its
muzzle where it
doesn't belong!"

the canine soldiers of the
villains rush to their master's
aid. they are products of how
the transdogmafier can be used
for the purpose of evil...

"quick blitz!
break out
the weapons!"

"I thought
you brought
them?"

"Me? what did you
blooming think I
meant when I said
bring the weapons
when we left the plane?"

"oh sorry, I'm not
use to you talking
to me directly."

"fluffy! dalmat!
long time no
see mates. I see
your teeth have
grown back."

grrrr
grrrr
"don't get
cheeking with
me! if it
wasn't for me
you wouldn't
have already
used up your
deductable on
your health
insurance!"

grrrr
grrrr

"not only does
this facility have
the most powerful
laser in the
world, but the
most high tech
communications
system. with it I
will be able to
communicate with
the aliens."

"now that
you are a
captive
audience..."

"you are going
to bloody
well use every
bad pun there
is?"

"ya, to beg
for your
miserable
life."

"yes, and
were are
going to
tell you our
evil plan!"

"look who is
talking? No, to
convince them I am
the leader of this
planet. I'll offer
them half this
world if they give
me the other."
"you
blooming
traitor!"

"oh nien again!
couldn't you just
kill us and then
tell it to us?"

"flattery will
get you no
where mutt!"

with nothing else
to lose, blitz
jumps in as well...

colleen has heard
enough! though
unarmed, she jumps
into action using her
marial arts skills...

hiya!!!
hiya!!!
a great and
mighty battle
ensues...

meanwhile, at the
actual site of the
obliterator weapon...

"here comrade
hunter, here is a
ventalation shaft.
are you sure this is
going to workski?"

grrrr
grrrr

"i just wish
collen were
here."

"da, even in
battle
your heart
yurns for
herski."

"sure thing
bro. all the
combinations
to the doors
have been
changed. you
can bet there
is a reception
committee
waiting on the
other side."

"we can sneak by them and
right to the main weapon."

"nah, it is
just that
without her I
don't know
what are the
odds of our
success."

"you cannot pull the
eyes over my wool. I
know how you
feelski about
comrade colleen.
after all, you
kissed her in the
first episodeski."

"yes, you are
right. she does
brew a mean cup
of tea."

"i don't have the
heart to tell
him I just
licked her
because she had
some kibble on
her face."

that the reception
committee is waiting
for them here...

"drop your
weapons
mutts or we'll
put you both
to sleep!"

exile leads hunter
down the dark shaft
using his nigh vision
super power to the
chamber containing
the laser to discover...

disarmed, the
leader of the
solders makes an
appearance...

"Zachary
storm!"

"we meet again,
rovers. I'm pleased
my troopers were
able to nullify your
attempt to take
control of the laser."

"well
dudette, i
could use
a nap."

"the weapon
belongs to the
government!"
"comrade
hunter, she
means the
sleep you
never wakeski
from."

"no, to a soldier
there are no
boundaries. there
is no recognized
ownership. the
laser is mine and I
will do with it as I
please!"

"oh,
bummer."

back with colleen
and blitz, the
battle is over...

"give it up storm!
what you are
doing is wrong
and you know it!"

"there was a
time when I
thought as you,
hunter. when
right and
wrong meant
something."

"now there is a
pleasant sight,
canomutants
running away with
their tail between
their legs."

"you haven't won
yet mutts! not
by a long shot!"

"buty that
was
before my
government
exiled me!
it is time
for them
to pay!
bwha! ha!
ha! ha!"

helpless, hunter
and exile can only
listen to the laugh
of a mad man...

"oh, let me guess. this is the
part where you swear
vengance on us if it is the
last thing you will do. well
the last thing you are going
to do is go to kerker!"

"kerker?"
"jail in
german."

"let's just stick
with english words
like colour."

"groomer! I strictly
forbid you to
experiment on
felines! I'm the only
cat in your life!"

with a mighty roar the
rovers understand the
villains' threat...

"would you
prefer I send
them away and
allow the
rovers to use
us a chew toys?"

hisssss
hisssss
"felomutants!"
"er, um, like
I said...
good work
groomer."

the feline version of
canomutants and
just as deadly...

"oh give me a
blooming
break! we have
tangled with
these flea bags
before! we'll
send them
running for
their mums in
no time."

"get out of here blitz!
warn RRMC the base has
be compromised! I'll
keep these blokes busy!"

"yes, because
of that I have
made a genetic
alteration.
their claw
secrete a
deadly poison.
one scratch
and you're
through mutts!"

two of felines gang up
on colleen and she
deals with them in the
appropriate manor...

"peachy!"

but insteAD OF RETREATING, blitz
JUMPS INTO ACTION AND DOES TO
THE CAT WHAT HE DOES BEST...

but it is a trick,
while they keep her
busy a third sneaks
behind her with its
poisonous claws
at the ready...

she is done
for...

"we have won!
the rover is
no more!
bwha! ha! ha!"

SO INSTEAD OF
STRIKING COLLEEN HE
BECOMES THE TARGET...

as the villains
laugh with glee,
colleen hovers over
the lifeless body
of blitz...

"blitz! you
can't bloody
well die on
me! because
I love you!"

THE CLAWS PEICE BLITZ
HARD ARMOR AND HIS
FLESH IS SCATCHED...

a tear rolls down
colleen's cheek as
she utters a soft
whimper...

BLITZ FALLS TO THE
GROUND AND LIES
THERE MOTIONLESS.
the battle is over...

to be continued...

